79 camaro engine

Last six digits increased one with each car built at each plant. Dimensions Length: Despite the
uncertaintly the Camaro set a sales record with , Camaros produced, including a record 84,
Z28's. Inside the car, the dashboard was redesigned, from the wrap around style used since to a
square style dash. The Z28 got a new 3 piece front spoiler that wrapped around the front of the
car along with restyled graphics. The Type LT was dropped and replaced with the Berlinetta.
Despite all the external problems, the Camaro featured Type LT dropped, replaced with
Berlinetta model. Custom Interior: Includes glove compartment light and additional instrument
cluster lighting, special insulation, "Berlinetta" type seats, seat trim and door trim. Requires D35
sport mirrors. Engine: LM-1 V8 with Revised exhaust, carburetion, and ignition timing, dropped
horsepower to for States versions and bhp in California. Torque was also slightly lower this
year. Click here to see the specific LM-1 Engine Components. Turbo Hydra-Matic optional,
mandatory in California. Clutch: 11 inch diameter. Rear Axle : Ratios were 3. Rear 9. Stabilizer 1.
Identical to and unchanged from Rear Suspension: Spring rate lb. Rear Stabilizer. Identical and
unchanged since Steering : Power assist, straight Identical to Click here to see the specific Z28
Chassis Specifications. Other Options, equipment, facts: New 3 piece front spoiler added.
Headlight bezels and window trim were black anodized, not chrome. Functional "gill" style
fender vents, and a non-functional "stinger" style hood scoop continued, along with a simulated
Rope wrapped steering wheel, unique to the Z Total Production: 84, Z28 Camaro. From people
who know what performance is all about. Tri-color decal separates upper color from body color.
Tri-color rally sport decals on fenders and deck lid. Available lower body color choices were: Lt.
Click here to view a: Rally Sport Camaro GM Photo Nice Rally Sport Camaro Berlinetta Included Custom Interior, bright upper and lower grille, bright windshield and rear window
moldings, dual pin stripe treatment, body color sport mirrors D35 , argent applique on rear
panel, specific trim and either polycast wheels PE1 or color-keyed aluminum wheels N90, 14 x
7" optional. Option U05 dual horns and U14 Special Instrumentation were also standard
equipment. Trim Tag Norwood Built Camaro. For information purposes only. All rights reserved.
Last month we introduced our project E-Rod '79 Camaro. In this month's gripping episode,
we're going to dive right into the ins and outs of swapping the GM Performance Parts E-Rod
crate engine, complete with its turnkey electronic management system, into our '79 Camaro.
We'll also cover what it takes to shoehorn a Tremec six-speed gearbox into the second-gen
F-body's suddenly cramped transmission tunnel, along with other details of the drivetrain
installation. And not to tell tales out of school, but there's a hidden Zex nitrous setup as well.
You'll note the build begins with a '79 Z28 in scabrous blue, which then inexplicably
metamorphoses into a Z28 in gorgeous orange mid-feature. That's the magic of magazine
production at work. Then it came back to Diversified Creations in Brighton, Michigan, for the
drivetrain installation, which was performed by Mike Copeland and his lead tech, Jeremy
Salewsky, a young guy with considerable mechanical skills. Much of the fabrication work you
see on the completed E-Rod Z28 is his. We'll cover EDAG's paintwork in an upcoming chapter.
As engine swaps go, this one was pretty standard fare: Some cutting and welding were required
to cradle the LS3 engine in the '79 subframe. However, the part that may scare off many
traditional rodders-wiring the factory EFI system and making it work properly-couldn't have
been easier. A clever year-old could do it. The ECM falls out of the box with the required flash
calibration already inside, while the wiring harness is plainly labeled at every connector. The
system plugged together like Xmas lights, fired on the first twist of the key, and idled like a new
Cadillac. Try that with your six Strombergs. Technology rules. Close Ad. Bill McGuire writer Wes
Allison photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The third-generation Camaro has
never gotten the respect from enthusiasts like the first two generations of the nameplate. Part of
the reason the third-gens suffered so greatly, is because they were a complete redesign from
the first two generations. Built without front subframes or leaf spring suspensions, the third-gen
Camaros were smaller and saddled by clean air regulations. Fuel injection systems were being
integrated into these new Camaros, which confused and frightened some enthusiasts. The LC1
V6 engine. Photo from The famous Norwood assembly plant built the third-gen Camaro from to
The plant produced its last Camaro on August This became known as Black Wednesday to
Camaro fans and left the Van Nuys assembly plant as the only plant to carry the load. The Van
Nuys plant would close at the end of the third-generation Camaro run in , and Camaro
production was moved to Quebec due to air quality regulations. Only the LG4 returned from the
second-generation Camaro for the beginning of the newest iteration of the model. While the Iron
Duke engine had a decent background in racing with aftermarket parts available, neither the
LQ8 2-bbl carbureted version nor the throttle-body injected LQ9 were impressive in the Camaro
which gave the model a bad rap. The mid-range Berlinetta model sported the LC1 V6 engine,
which barely increased the performance level, adding to the misery. The optional LG4 was
hampered with low compression and eked out a modest horsepower. With some tuning, it could

be urged to milk out a few more ponies. Thankfully, the Z28 was set to receive the new LU5
crossfire electronic fuel injection, which featured dual throttle bodies on a crossram-style
aluminum intake. The intake was impressive, but it was mounted to the LG4 base engine and
failed to add any significant performance. Even the venerable Iron Duke engine struggled to
succeed in the third-gen Camaro chassis. Photo from wikipedia. The carbureted Iron Duke
4-cylinder engine was dropped for , but the TBI LQ9 version was retained as the base engine for
the sport coupe. The rest of the lineup remained the same with one addition. An optional engine
for the Z28 model bumped up the performance level with the L69 high output ci topped with a
4-bbl carb. For , it was more of the same. The rest of the lineup remained the same. For cars
with manual transmissions, GM changed to hydraulic clutch linkage, and the L69 HO Z28 was
offered with an optional automatic transmission for the first time. This was a holding pattern
year with no performance gains to speak of. Camaro fans finally had something to cheer about
with the release of the IROC-Z, which was immediately recognized as a big leap forward after a
decade of EPA punishment. This LB9 engine is one of the bright spots in the ci engine family.
The addition of an upgraded suspension helped get some extra power to the ground, and the
IROC-Z helped put the Camaro back on the performance map. The L69HO engine was the only
other performer in the ci engine family, and its return in helped shore up the IROC-Z
introduction to the marketplace. Also returning to the Berlinetta and Z28 models was the LG4
base ci engine. Although its reputation was starting to tarnish because of its lack of power,
small bore size, and difficulty flowing large volumes of air at higher rpm, the LG4 would
continue to be offered for the next few years. The base engine for the sport coupe and Berlinetta
models became the LB8 V6, and the four-cylinder option was dropped completely. All V8
engines received a new one-piece rear main seal. In June of , a few tuned port, fuel-injected,
ci-equipped IROC-Zs were released before the switchover to the model year production,
marking the comeback of the The Berlinetta was no longer available in It was replaced with a
new LT model, while the base Camaro and Z28 continued as before. While the nameplate was in
the final year of production at the Norwood, Ohio plant, the Camaro celebrated its 20th
anniversary with almost the same power lineup as the previous year. There were subtle changes
throughout the entire engine family however. The LB9 engine equipped with automatic
transmission came with hp while the Manual LB9 got a hp rating. The ci L98 gave a boost to the
performance ratings with hp at 4, rpm. Valve covers featured new sealing and center bolts. The
cylinder heads featured a new raised lip for improved valve cover sealing, and the two center
intake bolts were changed from degree orientation to 72 degrees. The 2. All five engine options
were fuel-injected for this model year. The ci V8 gained throttle-body injection, which brought
the net horsepower to at 4, rpm. The ci LB9 delivered with TPI and manual transmission models
was rated at hp at 4, rpm and the automatic transmission at hp at 4, rpm. The ci L98 with TPI got
a small boost to hp at 4,rpm. Chevrolet limited the availability of this package to race teams
only. The package was not listed on any order form, advertising, or dealer ads. As a result of the
secrecy, only four of the 1LE models were made in , making it very rare. The model year saw the
exact same engine lineup as the year. There were a total of high performance 1LE Camaros
made in Sadly, only 62 Camaros were built with 1LE equipment in Although very few changes
were made mostly cosmetic , the Z28 was still an IROC with a stout choice of engines. The top
level Z28 L98 V8 was rated at horsepower. All other basic models were the same as the model
power packages. Just under B4C Camaros were sold in L98 engine. The campaign featured the
final Camaro built in the Van Nuys plant and the U. This year marked the 25th anniversary of the
Camaro and Chevrolet had big plans for the occasion. This was an enhanced graphics package
with special emblems and rally stripes. No performance enhancements whatsoever, just the
graphics package. This was a sad end to the third-generation engine packages. They were
exactly the same as the options. LU5 engine. When it was all said and done, there were several
engine options during the year run. The legendary Iron Duke engine powered Camaros from
through , but they were too sluggish and underpowered to really get the heavier car moving.
The only engines worth cheering about during the entire third generation era were the L98 V8s
that brought the ci engine back to the Camaro for the end of the third-gen run. This gave
Camaro fans something to look forward to in the next iteration of the nameplate. Build your own
custom newsletter with the content you love from Chevy Hardcore, directly to your inbox,
absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your e-mail and only send content you request. We'll send
you the most interesting Chevy Hardcore articles, news, car features, and videos every week.
We promise not to use your email address for anything but exclusive updates from the Power
Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. News All News New Products. What is Pro
Touring? Latest News. Dyno Testing. More Stories. Hardcore Chevys in your Inbox. Subscribe
Now. We think you might like No thanks. Drag Racing. Engine Tech. This LS swap kit is made
specifically for Camaros and Firebirds. The center of this conversion is our engine mounts and

crossmember kit. This mount kit includes new frame brackets that bolt into existing holes in the
subframe. It was designed around our f-body GM oil pan. Unlike most LS swap parts on the
market everything here was made to work together, so you'll have clean mounting of your
engine and not a mix of unrelated parts. Our engine mounts position the engine so there is no
steering interference, and our crossmember maintains the proper drive-line angle. There are
many options to complete this conversion including, oil pans, headers, fuel system, cooling,
front accessories, and wiring. Simply scroll down through the following part groups to see all
that we offer for an easy, strong, and clean installation of your LS engine. No generic hope-it-fits
parts here. Everything was developed on a real project car for the best possible fit. Includes
motor mounts, frame brackets, transmission crossmember, transmission mount, and hardware.
Manufactured from the highest grade American made steel. They're laser cut, precision bent,
powder coated and feature polyurethane bushings. It has a lifetime free replacement warranty
on the bushings. To ensure proper driveline angle we recommend getting the Mount and
Crossmember kit together for standard LS swaps. Since late subframes can be used in early
cars with simple modifications it is important to measure yours. The center of the rear body
mount to the back crossmember mounting hole. Click here for more info. The oil pan our kit was
designed around. New and used when available. Includes windage tray, pickup tube, hardware,
and gasket. Original GM oil pickup tubes are fastened to the pump with a single bolt mating
flange on the tube. The bolt hole on the other side is not used. Our Girdle is cnc machined
aluminum and goes over the original mating flange, wraps around the tube, and fastens using
both bolt holes. It comes with two longer bolts for install. Our ceramic-coated headers offer
many features that are normally only found on custom race headers. The mid-length headers
use a gasket-less ball and socket type collector for a leak free install. The long tubes feature a
slip-fit collector that when used in conjunction with band clamps offer great ground clearance.
We offer several sizes so you can match them to your horsepower level. Our stepped headers
offer great high rpm performance while retaining good low and mid-range power. They all
include gaskets, bolts, reducers, and O2 sensor bungs. Standard ceramic finish is polished
silver, contact us for bare steel and black ceramic coated pricing. All of our stainless headers
feature a collector merge-spike that creates a smooth transition from the primary tube into the
collector. It reduces low pressure turbulence increasing the scavenging effect of the cylinders
thus increasing flow and power output. The Stainless steel ensures maintenance-free longevity.
The long-tubes feature a slip-fit collector that when used with stainless steel band clamps offer
the best ground clearance in the industry. The collector merge-spike increases power in both
the mid-length and long-tube. They include gaskets, bolts, and O2 sensor bungs. We have
Stainless band clamps and header bolts along with reducer cones to help you complete your
exhaust system. These conversion fuel tanks solve the problem of supplying your new LS
engine with a steady flow of fuel. The tanks, made specifically for your car, feature a recessed
area in the top for the fuel pump module and sending unit, so no floor modifications are needed
for clearance. They have an innovative baffling system inside to control fuel slosh and keep the
pump fed even at low fuel levels and extreme driving conditions. They are galvanized steel and
powder coated silver for maximum durability. The kit includes a fuel sending unit designed to
work with your factory style fuel gauge. The included fuel pump module features an in-tank
wiring harness and three ports - one for the feed line, one for the return line, and one for the
vent. The kit has two available Walbro fuel pump options. The kit also includes tank straps, vent
filter, gaskets, and hardware. They look like original equipment from under the car and are
absolutely the best way to go when converting to EFI. Our quick and easy complete fuel line
systems includes everything needed to go from the fuel tank to the LS fuel rail. Includes P. Click
for more info. These kits includes everything you need to swap out your original intake to a
fabricated aluminum, high-flow intake and convert to a larger cable-controlled throttle body.
These are a great option for those using a truck pull-out package. We now offer conversion
radiators specifically designed for your car with an LS engine. They feature all aluminum
construction, but unlike others on the market, they have beautifully stamped tanks with
strengthening indentations just like your original. They're a double pass design putting the inlet
and outlet on the same side which greatly simplifies plumbing to the engine. The all important
steam port bung is welded into the upper part of the tank which lets your new LS engine vent
properly. They also include a sensor port that can be used for a coolant temp fan switch.
Excellent restoration type quality made in the USA. Available in bare aluminum or black. Muscle
Rods Coil Relocation Kits alleviates the problem of the rear coils hitting the power brake
booster or air conditioning box when swapping the LS engines into early vehicles. For more
info click here. This hydraulic clutch conversion kit is a must when installing a T56 or TR in your
earlier vehicle. These easy bolt-in kits get you the great pedal feel of a hydraulic system and
years of dependable, maintenance-free use. Whether you are looking for original equipment

style, or full billet custom, we have you covered. We have partial and complete kits in several
finishes, that have been tested to work with our other components and your car. Hit the link for
more info. Our rear disc brake adapter kit allows you to use late model F-body rear brakes on
your existing rear end. Everything here is made specifically for your car. Click here for installed
photos. Mount and Crossmember Kit Includes motor mounts, frame brackets, transmission
crossmember, transmission mount, and hardware. Measure your subframe Since late
subframes can be used in early cars with simple modifications it is important to measure yours.
Solid Race Bushings Also available are solid race bushings for our engine mounts. F-body Oil
Pan The oil pan our kit was designed around. Our oil pan kits come with our exclusive pickup
tube girdle. MuscleRods Ceramic Coated Headers Our ceramic-coated headers offer many
features that are normally only found on custom race headers. Smooth bends and transitions in
stainless steel. Exhaust Accessories We have Stainless band clamps and header bolts along
with reducer cones to help you complete your exhaust system. Fuel Line and Regulator Kit Our
quick and easy complete fuel line systems includes everything needed to go from the fuel tank
to the LS fuel rail. LS Conversion Intake Manifold kits These kits includes everything you need
to swap out your original intake to a fabricated aluminum, high-flow intake and convert to a
larger cable-controlled throttle body. Optional dual high performance fans installed. LS Swap
Hoses and Line Kits Check here for radiator hoses, transmission line and power steering kits to
complete your swap. Wiring Harnesses and Computer We offer many stand-alone harnesses as
well as harness and re-flashed computer packages. Hydraulic Clutch Conversion Kits This
hydraulic clutch conversion kit is a must when installing a T56 or TR in your earlier vehicle.
Rear Disc Brake adapter Kit Our rear disc brake adapter kit allows you to use late model F-body
rear brakes on your existing rear end. Home Back to top. Hello LSx Guys! Get your F-Body on
the road daily - get your project on the road with this swap kit! This swap kit is for the Camaro
and Firebird. It was designed around our f-body oil pan using our Sure-Fit crossmember
system. It bolts into existing holes in the subframe and was designed to give you the most
options for front accessory drives. Unlike most LS swap parts on the market this kit replaces
the frame brackets in addition to the mounts so you'll have clean mounting of your engine and
not a mix of parts that are weak and don't work together properly. Unlike others, our kit
positions the engine so there is no steering interference and maintains the proper drive-line
angle for smooth highway cruising. It provides clearance for the factory AC box, power brake
booster, and aftermarket suspension components. We offer a complete line of Muscle Rods
headers that give unparalleled performance and ground clearance with sizes that are matched
to your engine combo. These combined parts offer an easy, strong, and clean installation of
your LS engine. This kit includes the following:. Includes motor mounts, frame brackets,
transmission crossmember, transmission mount, and hardware. Manufactured from the highest
grade American made steel. They're laser cut, precision bent, powder coated and feature
polyurethane bushings. Comes with a lifetime free replacement warranty on the bushings.
F-body Oil Pan kit. The oil pan our kit was designed around. Comes standard or machined for
the oil bypass valve for use with displacement on demand or variable valve timing. Includes
new full length windage tray, pickup tube, hardware, gasket, dipstick, and our pickup tube
girdle. Original GM oil pickup tubes are fastened to the pump with only one bolt with a tear drop
shaped mating flange on the tube. There is another threaded bolt hole on the other side that is
not used. Our Girdle is cnc machined aluminum and goes over the original mating flange, wraps
around the tube, and fastens using both bolt holes. It comes with two longer bolt for install.
These are not your average swap headers. These headers offer many feature that are normally
only on custom race headers. The long tube headers feature bolt-on race inspired collectors for
ease of installation and tuning of primary length. The mid-lengths use a gasket-less ball and
socket type collector for a leak free install. They're ceramic coated inside and out to fight
performance robbing underhood temperatures then polished for a long lasting show quality
finish. We offer several sizes of headers so you can match them to your engine combination.
Our stepped headers offer great high rpm performance while retaining good low and mid-range
power. They all include gaskets, bolts, reducers, and O2 sensor bungs. This kit does not include
headers. You can upgrade to headers based on your power goals, or come back to order them
when you are further along. In either case, you cannot go wrong! Since late subframes can be
used in early cars with simple modifications it is important to measure yours. The center of the
rear body mount to the back crossmember mounting hole. All Body Panels Roll Pan. Recent
Posts. Welcome to LSx Everything! As our name implies, we are your one-stop shop for
everything related to y â€¦. Mar 11th Leon Millette. My fellow C10 friend! I hope that you are
doing well! Are you building a C10, and are not sure i â€¦. Rating Required Select Rating 1 star
worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Email Required. Review Subject Required.
Comments Required. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. This kit

includes the following: Mount and Crossmember Kit Includes motor mounts, frame brackets,
transmission crossmember, transmission mount, and hardware. F-body Oil Pan kit The oil pan
our kit was designed around. Oil Pump Pickup Tube Girdle Original GM oil pickup tubes are
fastened to the pump with only one bolt with a tear drop shaped mating flange on the tube.
Choose Options. Quick view. Hello LSx Guys!. Mount and Crossmember Kit Includes motor
mounts, frame brackets, transmission crossmember, transmission mount, and hardware. Add to
Cart. Hedman Husler LS engine swap headers are specifically designed for the installation of an
LS Series engine into earlier model vehicles. Constructed from mandrel-bent, gauge steel
tubing and Hello LTx Swap Guys! I know, I know! Well, look no further! Now you Customers
Also Viewed. It was designed around our 4th gen f-body Get your A-Body on the road daily - get
your project on the road with this swap kit! Why buy a used, dirty, potentially damaged oil pan
on the auction sites or creepy listing sites, when you can get a brand new OEM GM pan for less
from LSx Everything?!? This is the complete F-body Everything you need to run your fuel
system, minus the fuel pump! Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We
appreciate your patience and continued support. Product G A "fan scallop" or excess
movement are a telltale sign of a broken motor mount. This can be a dangerous condition as the
engine can shift, causing the accelerator to stick in a full throttle position. If your vehicle has
View Product Details. Product Correct reproduction of the original engine mount bracket
designed for use on Camaro models with small block engines. Each bracket is manufactured in
quality stamped steel to OE specifications assuring a quality fit Motor mount to frame mount
bolt. Each bolt installs directly in the center of the motor mount bracket and attaches to the
frame mount. Product T These Chevrolet engine solid steel motor mounts are designed for high
performance engines that lift or twist under acceleration, eliminating the need for bulky torque
straps and chains to stop the engine from tearing regular Product R. For the people that would
much rather do a complete mount replacement, this set is just the thing for you. Set include 2
motor mounts and 1 transmission mount. All mounts are made of superior Hyper-Flex
performance Product G. If your vehicle has , miles or more or the motor mounts have been
soaked with oil over a period of time, chances are they have grown weak and are need of
replacement. Worse yet, if you experience a thud upon Product AM They incorporate Energy
Suspension polyurethane bushings, adapter plate with a positive stop and OEM-style Chevrolet
mounts. Easy to install and Product K Billet aluminum side motor mounts for modern LS-series
of GM engines. Billet aluminum side motor mounts for Chevrolet V8 engines. Billet aluminum
side motor mounts for Chevrolet small-block and big-block V8, and 4. Reproduction bolt used to
mount the steering box to the frame. Will work on both power or manual steering boxes. Use as
required. Made of superior Hyper-Flex performance polyurethane material this insert is
impervious to vehicle chemicals, road salt and oils. The redesigned
honda civic 2002 lx manual
2004 mazda rx8 headlight
2008 kia optima owners manual
GM "clam shell" style insert configuration allows you to insert this performance These shims
allow increased engine height to provide additional clearance for headers, crossmembers and
oil pans. Sold in pair. Camaro applications: with small block V8 Firebird applications: Updating
the engine in your classic is always a great idea. These engine mount plates are to be used
when installing a LS Series or Vortec engine into a vehicle that was originally equipped with a
small block Chevy engine. These engine mount plates are to be used when installing a LS
Series or Vortec engine into a vehicle that was originally equipped with a small block Chevy
engine Product BPC Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes.
Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Small Block Motor Mount Shims. All Categories
Engine Engine Mounts. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have
problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

